SuperAngel Holiday Guide 2021

‘Twas the holiday season, from the north to the south
SuperAngel was ﬂying, with special discounts to hand out
Funding aplenty, in young companies with ﬂair
Adoring their brands, from toothpaste (quip) to lawn care (Arber)
Over six-million dollars invested, with Character and cred
From dozens of companies, like Freestlye and Brightland
An unwavering ambition, Smpl, and full of Swag
Each leaping over the competition, through vision and without brag
Now Caraway, and Cadence, and Judy’s great mission
There’s Lalo, and Cleancult, Bear’s Fruit, and Haus drinkin
Happy Medium, and Windmill, Branch, Biom let’s shout
Stix, Kimai, and Jambys, A Kids Company About
Look up in the sky, it’s a bird it’s plane,
It’s SuperAngel this holiday season with expertise and acclaim
Sophisticated, Insightful, a super-connector that’s right
Happy Holidays to all, and to all a good night!
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Books, podcasts, and classes made to empower

A Kids Company About creates books, podcasts, and
classes featuring challenging, empowering, and
important topics. I can’t think of a better way to learn,
inspire young minds and showcase diverse voices now that’s what I consider to be Supertastic.

Shop A Kids Company About

Promo SuperAngel25

All natural lawn, garden and plant care
Arber is my go-to for all-natural lawn, garden
and plant care. Lucky for me, this keeps the grass
always greener on my side of the fence.
Shop Arber

Promo SuperAngel15

Kombucha without compromise
Bear’s Fruit makes Kombucha with 100% organic
fruit and herbs with all the benefits, none of the
funk. Don’t you just love to say the word
“Kombuchaaaaa.”
Shop Bear’s Fruit

Promo SuperAngel15

Wipes, but better
Biom makes earth-friendly wipes that are beautiful
both inside and out. Their wipes are 100% plantbased and biodegradable. Buy once, refill forever.
The better wipe – for you, me and the planet.
Pre-order biom now

Promo SuperAngel15
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Exceptional o ice furniture, half the price
Branch sells exceptional office furniture, without
breaking the bank. Even I need a nice place to
work when I’m not flying around supporting
founders.
Promo SuperAngel10

Shop Branch

Modern pantry essentials
Brightland raises the bar, for everyday kitchen
ingredients that is. Their consciously crafted extra
virgin olive oils and fruit-forward vinegars are the
ONLY products my private chef Ulysses will use.
Shop Brightland

Promo FestiveSuperAngel
*Valid only for The Festive Capsule

Personal care travel capsules

Cadence makes travel capsules made from recycled ocean
bound plastic - perfect for all your self-care essentials,
from toothpaste to vitamins and jewelry. It’s pretty much
the only thing I travel with, besides my suitcase, private
chef, driver, pilot, and chiropractor.

Shop Cadence

Promo SuperAngel15

Modern home brand
Caraway is a modern home and kitchenware
brand that would come in handy if I didn’t live in a
giant mansion with a private chef named Ulysses,
who whips up all my freshly cooked meals.
Shop Caraway

Promo SuperAngel15
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Modern home improvement brand
Character is the modern home improvement
brand that is powering the next generation of
home dwellers to create their dream spaces.
Power on.

Promo SuperAngel15

Sign up for early access to Character

Cleanest cleaners on the planet
Cleancult makes the cleanest cleaning products
on the planet. We all better start using these
products before it’s too late - my SUPER powers
can only do so much.
Shop Cleancult

Promo SuperAngel20

Tree-free, bamboo diapers
Freestyle is on a mission to remind parents that just
because they’re changing diapers it doesn’t mean they
have to change who they are. 100% tree-free, organic
bamboo diapers. Only the best for my little angel baby.
Sign up for early access to Freestyle

Creativity, positivity, a few art supplies
Happy Medium creates and curates the best
supplies, content, and events for casual artists.
Not everyone can be Pablo Picasso.
Nourish your creativity with Happy Medium
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A better way to drink
People are ditching traditional alcohol for Haus’
aperitifs. With half the ABV of liquor and real, clean
ingredients, it’s something you can sip all night
without the consequences. Swing by my mansion for a
pour, sip, and enjoy.

Shop Haus

Promo SuperAngel
*new customers only

Clothing built for the great indoors
Jambys makes really soft house clothes built
specifically for the 5 to 9. They’re unisex, stretchy,
and super-soft. Netflix and chill anyone?
Shop jambys

Promo SuperAngel15

Prepare for what you can’t predict
JUDY is an emergency preparedness company that
helps you prepare for what you can’t predict. It’s
also the name of my great aunt.
Shop Judy

Promo SuperAngel15

Lab grown diamonds & ﬁne jewelry

Kimai brings a new level of transparency to the
jewlery industry, with lab-grown diamonds &
recycled gold jewelry that makes you feel as good
as it looks. Marry me?
Shop Kimai

Promo SuperAngel15
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Baby products you are proud to own
Lalo makes baby products that parents are proud
to own. I can speak first hand as these are by far
the best products I own for my daughter (aka
Baby Angel).
Shop Lalo

Promo SuperAngel10

Better oral care, made simple
quip is my one-stop shop for oral care made
simple - not that these pearly whites could get
any cleaner.
Shop quip

Promo SuperAngel15

Functional snack brand
SMPL snack bars are delicious, made with moodand brain-boosting ingredients. Boost away!

Shop smpl

Promo SuperAngel15

Health products and resources designed for women
Stix offers OBGYN-approved, discreetly
delivered fertility and feminine health products
to help you make confident health decisions. No
judgments, just answers.
Shop Stix

Promo SuperAngel20
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Promotional products you want to keep
Swag makes promotional products you want to
keep - because who doesn’t need another hat?

Shop Swag

Promo SuperAngel10

Smarter, safer, body care

Type:A makes it easy to switch to better-for-you
products with smarter, safer body care. Their
aluminum-free deodorant with sweat-activated tech is
the only deodorant I trust to keep me fresh, clean, and
well…. Super!

Shop type: A.

Promo SuperAngel15

Take care of your air
Windmill keeps you cool, with an eco-friendly Air
Conditioning unit that looks good, stays quiet and
blends right in. I’ve got all the cool I can handle but
not everyone has a temperature-controlled
superhero outfit.

Shop Windmill

Promo SuperAngel35

Invest with SuperAngel
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